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Q1) How many humps does a Bactrian camel have?

Q2) While visiting a children's hospital in 2018, what simple task did Donald Trump fail to perform correctly?

Q3) Which country's flag is a yellow cross on a blue background?

Q4) Which of these is not recognised as a national emblem of Wales?

Q5) How many notes are there in a pentatonic scale per octave?

Q6) What is a stock exchange?

Q7) In the equation E=mc2, what does the E stand for?

Q8) Who wrote the music for the 2008 film Changeling?

Q9) Which is the 7th planet from the Sun?

Q10) Who was the father of mythological twins Romulus and Remus?

Q11) Who was killed in the first episode of EastEnders?

Q12) Which poet received a peerage in 1884?

Q13) What is campanology?

Q14) Who played the first Terminator in the film franchise?

Q15) For how many years did Queen Victoria reign over the United Kingdom?

A) Sit down    B) Colour in a flag    C) Tell the time    D) Write his name

A) Leek    B) Daffodil    C) Lamb    D) Dragon

A) A place to exchange foreign currency    B) A market where securities are bought and sold   
C) A bank that governs the rate of inflation    D) A body which calculates the level of unemployment

A) Saturn    B) Neptune    C) Jupiter    D) Uranus

A) Art of bell-ringing    B) Map drawing    C) Study of butterflies
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Q1) How many humps does a Bactrian camel have?

Q2) While visiting a children's hospital in 2018, what simple task did Donald Trump fail to perform correctly?

Q3) Which country's flag is a yellow cross on a blue background?

Q4) Which of these is not recognised as a national emblem of Wales?

Q5) How many notes are there in a pentatonic scale per octave?

Q6) What is a stock exchange?

Q7) In the equation E=mc2, what does the E stand for?

Q8) Who wrote the music for the 2008 film Changeling?

Q9) Which is the 7th planet from the Sun?

Q10) Who was the father of mythological twins Romulus and Remus?

Q11) Who was killed in the first episode of EastEnders?

Q12) Which poet received a peerage in 1884?

Q13) What is campanology?

Q14) Who played the first Terminator in the film franchise?

Q15) For how many years did Queen Victoria reign over the United Kingdom?

2

A) Sit down    B) Colour in a flag    C) Tell the time    D) Write his name

Sweden

A) Leek    B) Daffodil    C) Lamb    D) Dragon

5

A) A place to exchange foreign currency    B) A market where securities are bought and sold   
C) A bank that governs the rate of inflation    D) A body which calculates the level of unemployment

Energy

Clint Eastwood

A) Saturn    B) Neptune    C) Jupiter    D) Uranus

Mars

Reg Cox

Alfred Tennyson

A) Art of bell-ringing    B) Map drawing    C) Study of butterflies

Arnold Schwarzenegger

63 years
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